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C O L L E C T I O N
HELENA

Vesta’s Helena Collection features the strength of steel in four popular finishes. Bold and  
elegant designs are offered to solve various design challenges. All items are in-stock for quick  

shipping and available at an attractive price point.
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Steel Tubing 
#508004 - #508006 - #508008 

*will cut to your specified length no charge

FINIALS

Trojan drop-in 
#502106 *shown in ORB
2.15/16”W, 4.1/4”-9.1/4”P

Athens short
#502113 *shown in ORB
2.1/2”W, 3.1/8”P

Athens medium
#502116 *shown in ORB
2.1/2”W, 4.3/4”P

BRACKETS & ACCESSORIES

Ring w/eye & insert 
#506110 

*shown in ORB

End Cap 
#501001 

*shown in AB

AB BN ORB

A. Paris 
#501041 
*shown in PC 

B. Troy 
#501048 
*shown in AB 

C. Sparta 
#501097 
*shown in BN 

D. Priam 
#501006 
*shown in BN

E. Agamemnon 
#501019 
*shown in PC

F. Menelaus 
#501021 
*shown in ORB

Econo drop-in 
#502103 *shown in AB
1.1/8”W, 4.1/2”-5.1/2”P

Inside Mount 
#502101  *shown in ORB
2.3/4”W, 2.1/8”L

PC

Tube Splice
#508191

Wand
#900010 - 900025 - 900050 

*shown in ORB

Elbow Tube Connector 
#509229 *adjusts 90˚ to 180˚

*stem can be cut to adjust the projection, range is shown in the dimensions above.

*projection can be adjusted, the range is shown in the dimensions above.

AVAILABILITY:
in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours

PRIMARY MATERIALS:
■ steel

DIAMETER & BRACKET REQUIREMENTS:
2"D: bracket required every 6-8 feet

SHIPPING & ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Due to changes in the shipping industry, rods at 96" 
are billed at the 90lb. ground rate. The collection’s rod 
splice can be used to achieve longer spans. In some 
applications the center bracket will conceal the splice 
point.

AVAILABLE FINISHES:
AB = antique brass
BN = brushed nickel
ORB = oil-rubbed bronze
PC = polished chrome AB BN ORB PC

C O L L E C T I O N

Acrylic Pole 
#501800  
#502400 
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